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FLIGHT MEAS~ S OF' WING-TIP VORTEX MOTION NEAR THE GROW 

by 

F.B. Dee 

O.P. Nicholas 

Aerodynamics Dept., R.A.E., Bedford 

Tests have been made to measure the movement of the wing tip vortices 

from a Hunter aircraft flying at 170 knots approximately 35 feet above a 

runway, in a variety of wind conditions. Measurements were limited to a 

maximum time of 20 seoonds after vortex generation. During thu period 

the theoretical predictions presented are in good general agreement with 

the observed motions; however significant differences did occur. There 

was no clear indxation as to whether the vortices decayed more rapidly 

in the presence of the ground and atmospherio turbulence, thsn would have 

been expected from earlier measurements away from the ground in calm sir. 

Limited tests were also made to study the vortex mutual lnteractlon away 

fran the ground.. 

* Replaces R.A.E. Technical Report 68007 - A.R.C. 30345. 
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1 mlmDucTIoN 

Previous flight tests' have established the behaviour of the vortex 

trail behind aircraft flying at 1o.v sped away frm the ground 111 essentially 

calm sir conditions. Since one of the critical regions for wake penetra- 

tions by other aircraft is xn the airport terminal area2, information is 

required on the behaviour of vortices close to the ground,, 

Simple potential flow theory (Appendix A) suggests that as the traling 

vortices descend towards the ground their vertical velocity decreases and 

they begin to travel horizontally over the ground away from each other. In 

practice several effects may be expected to modify the behaviour of the 

vortloes close to the ground. Because wind varies with height, so does Its 

effect on the motion of the vortices. Ccmpsred with the earlier measurements 

at 10000 feet and above, atmospheric turbulence increases at lower altitudes 

and this, together with groun3 friction effects, should dissipate the vortxes 

more rapxdly than in the case of calmer air conditions away from the ground. 

To obtain a better understanding of these effects sane flight tests 

have been made atR.A.E. Bedford airfield using a Hunter aucraft with 

different coloured smoke inJected into its two wing tip vortices. In the 

tests the overall motion of the vortices was observed, but measurement of 

local velocities was not attempted. This Report presents the results of 

these tests and some comparison with theory together with suggestions for 

further theareticsl analysis. 

2 TEST AIKRAFT 

A Hunter 6 aircraft (see Table 1) was fltted with special racks on 

the outer wing pylons, the port rack oarrylng 4 red, and the starboard, 

4 yellow smoke grenades. The grenades burned for about 15 seconds, and 

could be fired by the pilot in any combination to mark each trahng 

vortex distinctively during the test runs. No recording instrumentation 

was fitted in the Hunter. 

A Whirlwind helicopter, with an observation hatch in the csbm floor, 

was used as an airborne photographic station to record the vortex motions. 

-i 

. 3 DESCRIFTION OF TESTS 

3.1 Tests away framthe ground 

During earlier tests with a Comet aircraft away f'rgn the ground', using 

a similar method of visualising the trailing vortices, a mutusl uteractron 
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between the two x&ices was observed. Initial tests were therefare made to 

determine the behaviour of the Hunter's trailing vortex system away frcnn the i 
ground. The aircraft was flown at 170 Im eas at sn altitrrle of 1000 feet, 

and the vortex pattern photographed by a pound-based tine-camera. The results , 

of these tests permitted a height to be selected for the Hunter flights near 

the ground, such that the vortex motion would be sisfioantly affected by 

the ground before there was any likelihood of vortex mutual interaction 

occurring. 

3.2 Tests neaz the ground 

3.2.1 Test method 

The tests were made over the airfield atR.A.E. Bedford, which is situated 

in flat countryside. There are few bulldings on or near the airfield, snd 

none within half a rule of the test area. This area 1s shuwn disgrsmmaticslly 

in Fig.1 and contslns the interseotxm of two runways at right angles, along 

one of which the Hunter was flown. The other runway was used as a camera 

base, with the camera located 925 feet frcm the test runway centre-line. 

A second camera was csrrled in the Whirlwind helicopter, which at the 

commencement of a test hovered at about 500 feet above the runway intersection 

A vertical measuring plane, at rxght angles to the track of the test aircraft, 

contained the gound camera position, and amarker board ina corner between 

the two runways. 

The Hunter was flown at 170 kn in all cases, and at an altitude of about 

35 feet above the runway. Before traversing the test area, the pilot ignited 

the smoke grenades, and maintained smooth, steady flight across the test area. 

The time required for the aircraft to make a complete olrcuit was deemed to 

be sufficiently long to allow the disturbance caused by the previous run 

either to settle, or be blown away, before the next test. Visual observa- 

tion of the Hunter's snake trails, with ard unthout the helicopter 111 position, 

suggested that the effects of helicopter rotor d-wash could be neglected, 

since no difference in the behaviour af the smoke trail could be detected. 

Also, with the helicopter in posltion, no difference xn trail behaviour could 

be detected along the length of the smoke trail, which extended about 

2000 feet either side of the measuring plane. b 

The two tine-cameras, loaded with colour film and running at 16 frames 

per second, were used to record continuously the vortex positions as marked 

by the red and yellow smoke trails. The cameras were started before the 
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Hunter passed through the measuring plane, and stopped only after the smoke 

had dispersed. The ground camera was fixed, and recorded the heights of the 

intersections of the smoke trails with the measuring plane, while the air- 

borne camera, at about 500 feet altitude, recorded the lateral positions 

of the intersections. During the tests, the helicopter pilot endeavoured 

to maintain position in the measuring plane, and vertxally above the 

trails, enabling the camera operator to aim his camera vertica.lZLy through the 

open hatch in the floor of the cabin. The marker board, which was initially 

in the field of view of both cameras, defined a reference point subsequently 

used in the analysis of the tests. The film records were synchronised by 

identifying on both films the instant at which the Hunter passed through the 

measuring plane. 

Thirty-eight runs were made in a variety of wud conditions, with speeds 

varying between zero and 15 kn and directIons between 0 and 90' to the 

Hunter's track. Helicopter piloting problems did not allow tests in higher 

WUflS. 

3.2.2 Measurement of vortex posltions 

Selected frames of the cme-film records were proJected, and the vertical 

and lateral positions of the Intersections of the smoke trail with the 

measuring plane were measured, and scaled appropriately to yield displace- 

ments in feet from their Initial positions inrm&ately after generation. 

The scale factors were established for the ground camera from the image length 

of the Hunter aircraft, and for the airborne camera freon the image size of 

the IO-foot square concrete slabs ti the runway surface. 

A correction vzas applied to the measurements from the ground camera 

film to compensate for perspctive distortion, which caused the apparent 

trail height above ground to vary with distanoe from the camera. No 

correctionwas applied to the auborne camera records, since the likely 

errors due to imperfect positioning of the helicopter were assessed as 

berng of a considerably greater mwltude than the prspective errors. 

The film frames were analysed at l-second intervals, corresponding 

to I-secand increments of wake age m still air. Since the Presence Of a 

head - or tail - wind component effectively moved a younger or older portion 
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of wake into the measuring plane, the elapsed time has been multiplied by a 

factor* to yield the true age of the portion of the trail in the measuring 

plane. The headwind component was derived from lmowledge of the local wind 

strength and direction measured at 30 feet above ground level, by a standard 

Meteorological office recording anemometer. 

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

41 Vortex mutual interaction away from the ground 

During earlier flights tests with a Comet -craft', a mutual interaction 

was observed between the two vortices. A sinuous distortion developed, which 

increased until the smoke filaments marking the vortices almost. touched at 

intervals along the trails. The culrmnation of this process was the rupture 

of the smoke fllsments, and the linking of the free ends across the flight 

path to form a series of loops. The process of interaction is shcmn for 

increasing vortex ages in Fig.2. The breaks in the smoke trails visible 111 

the photographs at 38 seconds, and at the extreme left of the photograph at 

81 seconds are due to tr-ad penetrations by an instrumented aircraft'. For 

the Comet, flying at 150 kn eas and 10000 feet altitude, the time required 

for the formation of these loops was about 90 seconds, and it appeared that 

after little more than 120 seconds the vortlcity had substantially decayed, 

although It cannot be necessarily assumed that a rapid vortex breakdcmn 

follows the interaction. 

The Hunter f&&t tests at 1000 feet confirmed that the trailing vortex 

behaviour was szmilar to that of the larger airoraft, although 111 this case, 

the time taken for the loops to form was about 12 seconds. 

0 True age v-u = - x elapsed time v 

whereV = airspeed of aircraft 

u = headwind component along aircraft's track. 

In the analysis it w.8 assumed that u &d not vary with height. Since 

e ) 
-u was always near unity III these tests (0.95 < v < 1.05) the error v 

introduced by this assumption was small. 
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A reason for the shorter interactmn time for the Hunter may be the 

smaller lateral separation of the vortex pair. If it 1s supposed that the 

system is adequately described at t = 0 by a vortex pair, and also that 

the individual vortex structure is always described by Sq&e's formula3, 

with the eddy viscosity a universal constant, and further, that the tune 

ongin is suitably chosen to permt differences III core she, the umtial 

conditions are fully specified by:- 

(i) vmtex strength, K, 

(ii) lateral spaomg, s (=F where b is geometric wmgspan), 

( ==4 initial core size, d. 

Further, If It 1s supposed that the effect of d is smell, then dmensional 

analysis leads from T = f (K, b) to 

TK 
7= constant c, say 

since this is the only nonilimensional group that can be formed from the 

parameters. If we now wP1te 

where L = aircraft hft 

p = alp density 

V = alroraft speed 

b = geometric wmgspan 

we obtam, 

The value of C cannot be found precisely fran the Comet and Hunter tests, 

but appears to be of the order 10 for both aircraft. More work would be 

required to establish C, and to determme whether other parameters, defrnlng 

a more general initial structure, had a significant effect. For aircraft 

with slender wmgs, such as the Concorde, although vorticity is shed mto 

the wake, the trailing vortex pattern 1s more complex than that shed by an 

aircraft with attached flow', end may be different in character. Conse- 

quently, the mechanism of the decay process for the Concorde may be dtiferent, 

and more flight tests would be required with a slender wing arcraft to 



investigate this. It is, nevertheless, interesting to note that for the 

Concorde, on the climb-out, at a weight. a? 350 000 Iby = 1.5 seconds, vb3 

and on the approaoh at a weight of 200 000 lb + = 1.9 sec. If the 

Concorde vortices behaved as those of the Hunter and Comet aircraft, they 

would interact within 15-20 seconds, but as the decay process may be W- 

ferent, the vortices could persist fcr much longer than this time. 

42 General features of vortex motion near the ground 

Although, as will be seen later, the general. motion of the vortices was 

as predicted by simple theory, various other features were frequently 

apparent. 

Immediately after generation the lateral separation of the vortex &r 

was about 35 feet (the Hunter's wingspan is 33.7 feet), but during the first 

two seconds the separation decreased to about 27 feet, corresponding closely 

to the ususlly accepted value off (geometric wingspan). It may be that the 

process of entrainment of the smoke into the vortex core, or the rolling up 

of the vortex sheet, caused the initially larger separation. 

The minimum height above ground of the vortices was normally of the 

order of 10 feet, and vartex mutual interaction never occurred. However, it 

was seen that occasionally one or both of the vortices broke into a series 

of roughly semi-circular arches with both ends perpenhcular at the ground, 

as sketched in Fig.3. This suggests that the theoretical analogy of 

replacing the ground plane by a pair of mirror image vortices is valid, and 

that each vortex could be considered to be interacting with its mirrac image 

in a manner resembling the vortex mutual interaction observed during the 

Comet tests away frcrm the ground (Fig.2). 

The vortices frequently moved in such a way that their heights bscsms 

different from each other, and sometimes both became sinuous. The principal 

result of these effects was that the study was then of lhe motion of sn 

asymmetric vortex arrangement. However, the sinuous vortices introduced 

a further effect; although the departure from a two-dimensional system was in 

itself normally small, the effect of any headwind component was to impart a 

spurious apparent motion to the sn!asurements which were taksn in a fixed 

plane. 
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Another feature noticed was that the vortices frequently "bounced", 

I.e. while they moved apart they reached a mzinlrmun height and then began 

to rise again. 

4.3 T.ypi.d results measured near the ground 

The horizontal and vertical co-or&n&es of the intersections of the 

smoke trails unth the measuring plane for each test are tabulated in 

Table 2 against true wake age m seconds. For each run the Meteorological 

Office wind velocity is quoted, together with the track of the test 

aircraft. 

A limited selection of the results is shown in Flg.4, which presents 

the movements of the vortices in the measuring plane for unnd conditions 

from calm (less than 2 knots) up to 16 knots. Figs.L,a and W, correspond to 

nominally calm conhtlons, and ltwillbe seen that the upwind vortex 

descended almost vertically and remained very near the runway centreline. 

The very light cross-wud was sufficient to neutralise the upwind movement 

due to the vortex-induced velocities. This could present a hazard to 

following aircraft u-g the same runway. For the downwind vortex the two 

effects were sddltive. Fig.& shows the vortex movement with a 6& knot cross- 

wud component, both the vortices being blown clear of the runway centreline 

qute rapidly- Again in Fig.L& vnth an 8 hot cross-wind ccwponent, the 

lateral vortex motion was very rapid, and the vortices would have presented 

no hazard to followzng aircraft using the same runway but could pr&sent a 

possible hazard on nearby parallel runways. 

Flgs.5~8 present the results shown in Fig.4, together wLth theoretlcal 

predutions based on the initial con&tions m each case. The expected 

paths of the vortices in still air were calculated fraan the expressions 

derived in the Appendix and an allowance made for the effects of cross-wud. 

The actual cross-wmd component during the first 3 seconds of recording 

was derived from the mean horizontal velocity of the vortices during this 

period. This cross-wind was then applied to the calculated still sir motion, 

assuming a l/7 power law for the variation of wind strength with height in 

the earth's boundary layer and using a step-by-step integration process. 

It wlllbe seen that the theoretically predicted paths are in reascn- 

able agreement with the measured results, suggesting that the motion derived 

in the Appenbx, together with a l/7 power law for wind velocity, provides 

an adequate prediction for vortex motion near the ground. 
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Smoke dissipation or vertex mutual interaction limited the period of 

measurement in the pesent tests to less than 20 seconds. For large conven- 

tional aircraft the mutual interaction time appzsrs to be considerably 

greater, so it is possible that their vortices would persist n& the ground 

for considerable periods, as they do away from the ground. Thus any informa- 

tion on vortex decay near the ground would be valuable. 

From the present tests, an attempt has been nade to extract rates of 

decay at positions well outside the vortex core by comparison of measured 

vortex motions with the predlctions of the Appendix. The time histories of 

the vertical and horizontal velocities of the individual vortices relative 

to the surrounding air have been derived from the recorded positions, with 

allowances for wind as described in sections 3.2.2 ard L+.3. 

The theoretical predlctlon of the velocity of each vortex has been based 

on the measured vortex separaticol, but to simplify the calculation the assump- 

tion has been made that the other vortex of the pair was at the same height 

as the one being studied. The measured and predicted harizontalvelocities 

have been compared on the basu of (height)-', and the vertical velocities on 

the basis of (half the horuontal separation)-'. These bases were chosen 

because when the horizontal velocity is largest it is primarily dependent on 

height, and tien vertical velocity is largest it is primarily dependent on 

horizontal separation. Equations (4) and (5) in the Appendix show that far 

zero eddy viscosity the predicted velocities are given by: 

j, = K 

4~ AZ' 
and i= -K 

4~ Ay3 

where y is positive away from the vertical plane of symmetry between the 

vortices 

and .z is positive upwards. 

The Appendix assumes a syrmnetrical disposition of the vortices, so for con- 

venience the expression 

z -K = 
ltac As3 

where p = half the harizontal separation of the vortices, has been used in 

the study of velocities. 



Figs.942 show the ccmpsrison between measured velocities of the vortices and 

those predicted for zero eddy viscosity, for the four tests presented in 

Figs. 4-8. The scatter in the measurements is large but it should. be pointed 

out that in the analysis of the present tests, the wind velbcity profile for 

any given test was assumed invariant with time, whereas in practice, atmos- 

pheric turbulence can cause appreciable fluctuations af wind velocity with 

time. Thus the horizontal and vertical velocity components of Figs.+12 

include any effects of random velocity fluctuations due to atmospheric turbu- 

lence. Because of this scatter there is no clear indication as to the decay 

in the translational velocities of the vortices, but it cannot be large. 

Thus the vortex motion near the ground can probably be predicted ade- 

quately. However, no knowledge was gamed of the velocity distributions 

within the vortex near the ground so it is not possible to predict how 

rapidly the peak velocities within the vortices will decay or assess 

whether the expression given by Squire3, for velocities within the vortex 

still holds .under these conditions. 

5 CONCTJJSIONS 

Flight tests have been made to study the behaviour of wing-tip vortices 

near the ground. A Hunter aircraft was used, flying at 170 hots at a height 

of about 35 feet above a runway, in a variety of wind conditions. 

Measurements were limited to a maximum time of 20 seconds after vactex 

generation. During this peri& the predictions of existing theory (see 

Appendix) are in good general agreement with the observed vortex motions. 

However, significant differences did occur, the two vortex heights frequently 

becoming different fram each other, and the vortices sanetimes descending to 

a minimum height and then rising again. A reaction between a single vortex 

and the grad, similar to the vortex mutual interaction that had been seen 

in earlier tests, was also occasionally observed. 

There was no clear indication as to whether the vortices decayed more 

rapidly in the presence of the pound a& atmospheric turbulence, than would 

have been expected from earlier measurements aw&y from the ground in calm 

Elk. 

All the measurements obtained in the tests are presented in this 

report, for the benefit of any reader who wishes to make a more complete 

analysis of the data. 
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Limited tests at 1000 feet altitude indicated that away from the gr0Jnd 

the vortex trail developed into a series of closed loops and that the inter- 

action time far this process was approximately 10 secods comparedwith 

earlier measurements of about 90 seconds for a Comet. The results suggest 

that there may be a correlation between the interaction time and the 

quotient (vortex separation)/( 1 ve ocity xnducd at one vortex centre by 

the other). Although this result cannot necessarily be read scross 

directly to the Concorde because of the different character of the vortex 

trail, it suggests that the interactam t5me for the Concorde on the climb- 

out and the approach may be considerably smaller than for e+ting transport 

aircraft. 

.+ 

: 

6 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHFR WORK 

The analysis of the results in this Report could be extended, endthecrcy 

could be developed, with the following aims:- 

1 The development of a method of predicting when a pair of vortices wxll 

move into an asymxeti5.c position, and what their subsequent motion will be. 

2 A more detaded study of the velocities with which the vortices moved 

might yield information about the decay in these velocities with time. 

3 Further theoretical work could include computer studies of the mechanism 

of the vortex mutual interaction process away from the grand (more results 

of the type shown in Flg.2 are available). 

4 Further tests are necessary ti the rate of decay of the peak velocity 

within vortices neer the ground 1s to be established. 

In addltlon, flight tests are required to study the decay process of vortices 

shed by a slender wing arcraft and these are nav planned. 
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Appendix A 

CALCULATION OFVORTEXMCYTIONNEAR THE GROUND IN STILLAIR 

A more general treatment of vortex motions is given by Jones', for s 

multiplicity af vortex generators. A simpler approach, considering only 

one vortex pair, has been adopted here. 

In the analysis that follows, the vortex-induced velocities are 

assumed not to vary with time, i.e. the effects of eddy viscosity on the 

circumferential velocity distribution in the vortex have been neglected, 

as these effects are considerable only in the region adJacent to the 

vortex oore and the ~~tually-mdwed vortex motions are dictated by the 

velocities prevailing several core diameters away from the vortex centre. 

For typwal aircraft under approach condltlons the expressIon in Ref.1 

suggests that itwill be several rmnutes before the relevant velocltles 

fall to 9% of their titial values. 

The analysis follows the methods of classical hydrodynamics 59‘1 . 

Let the trailing vortex pair be located a distance 2y apart, and at 

height a above the ground, then the vortex system with Its image may be 

represented thus:- 

Now the circumferential velocity v, due to a smgle vortex of strength X 1s 

K v = 27n. 

where r is the distance from the vortex axis. 

If vfe consider the velocities induced at Q by the remaining vortex 

and the two image vortices, and resolve velocities (i) horizontally snd 

(ii) vertically we have 
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and 

therefore, 

Combinnmg (A.1) and (A.2) 

(i);+i- ' , [ y2 + 1 s2 
(ii) .k -K 1-Y = G y [ y2+z2 1 

and hence, 

2 
;+.& 2y 2 G 1 +S 

i =g = -2 i s3 

-3 5= y3 

A may be found by substituting y, and .zo for y and .z respectively. 

(A-1) and (A-2) may now be rewritten as 

K $ =- 
4xAe3 

By eliminating z frm (A.l) and rearrangmg:- 

(A.1) 

(A. 2) 

(A. 4) 

(A-5) 
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or, 
-. 

-. 

4f+ 
3/z 

L J 
ay = $ . 

Y - 

Hence, it can be shown that, 

2 

c 

Ay2 - 2 

Ay2 - 1) v2 I 
= t+B 

B my be found by substituting yc for y at t = 0. 

Rearrangmg, 

-l/2 

y" = 
64?r 

2 > 3 0 
KL 

and, by symmetry, a 1s given by:- 

+ A(t + B)' I -1/2 
2 e = 

64x2 > 3 * 

7- 

In each of these exwessions, the upper alternative sign applies *en 

t < B, and the lower alternative sign applies when t > B. 

Hence, the vertical and horizontal displacements of the vmtex Cores 

can be calculated as a fknction of time, to give the theoretical vertex 

positions shown in Figs.5-8. 



Table1 

TEST DATA 

Leading particulars of test aircraft (Hunter Mk.6) 

Wing span = 33.75 feet 

Mean weight = 16400 lbf 

Equivalent airspeed = 170 kn 

Nominal test height = 35 feet 

CirculatimK = 

= 907 feet' set -1 



Table 2 

MEASURED VORTEX WSITXONS 

y and z coordinates, in feet, of the points of mtersection of the 

port (p) and starboard (s) trails with the measuring plane are tabulated 

against true wake age (in seconds). For each run wind duectlon and speed, 

measured by Meteorological Office recording instruments, are quoted. The 

Hunter's speed ma 170 knots in all runs. 

Run1 

wind0 A/C track 270' 

('92) yp y, zp zs 

0 10 -26 34.6 36.0 
1 3 -26 30.9 31.9 
2 126 1;; 26.1 26.8 
3 22.1 22.8 

: -10 -14 -8 -36 -@I -46 18.2 15.2 18.7 15.6 

zl -14 -14 -50 -58 ;:.; 9.1 . '1:'; 11.7 . 

9 -12 -64 9.1 12.8 
10 -10 -72 9.1 14.0 
11 -6 -80 10.1 15.2 

:: -6 -4 -86 -92 16.4 18.7 
14 -4 -98 19.9 
15 -102 21.1 

Run 
lnd lCO"/3 h A/C track 270' 

Time 
sets) Yp Y, 'p zs 

0 18 -20 35.3 36.8 
1.0 10 -20 31.6 32.7 
2.05 8 -22 27.7 
3-05 

28.7 

2 
-a 24.8 25.7 

4.1 -26 21.9 22.6 
5.1 "4 -36 
6.15 

17.9 19.7 
-30 15.9 

7.15 
17.5 

4 -36 13.9 16.6 
8.2 8 -42 12.9 14.6 
9.2 6 -46 10.9 14.7 

10.25 12 -52 14.8 

Run2 

Wind 0 A/C track 270' 

(2i) Yp Y, 

0 20.9 -14. 
1 16.4 -12. 
2 
3 

','; -16 
-18 

4 IO -22 
5 8 -24 
6 4 -28 
L 0 0 -32 

9 0 1;; 
10 0 -38 
11 0 -4-2 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 

z z 

,5 38.: 37.'6 
87 35.4 34.5 

31.5 31.5 
29.6 30.6. 
25-7 28.7 
21.8 26.7 
19.9 25.8 
18 23.8 
16 22.8 
14 22.9 
l3 
13 
11 
10 
IC 

3 

vmcl 1200/4 ti A/C track 270' 

Time 

3 16 -17 35.4 36.6 
.I ;; -14 30.5 32.5 

: 16 -14 -14 26.5 21.6 27.4 22.3 
17.7 18.3 
14.5 16.4 

24 -26 11.7 15.4 
ii 30 38 -34 -42 9.7 IT.5 

9 10 '5; 2 z-2 616 :z - 
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Table 2 (Contd) 

Run 
Wind 120°/-14 lcll a/c track 090' 
Time 

(seos) 
0 
0.95 
A.85 
2.8 
3.75 

yz5 
6155 

2: 
9.35 

10.3 
11.2 
12.15 

yp ys 
-14 22 

1: -: 
-52 -22 -64 -36 

-76 2 -90 
-100 -62 
-112 -70 
-126 -80 
-138 -94 

1:;; 1:;; 
-194 -124 

39.6 39.0 
36.9 36.7 

g’; . K7’ 
28.9 28.1 
26.0 25.2 
24.1 23.3 
24.4 22.4 
24.7 19.4 
21.6 17.4 
17.2 16.5 
16.2 15.6 
17.7 16.8 
16.9 15.9 

z 
s 

Run Run II 

wyind 120'/16 h A/C track 090' Wind i30'/14 kn A/c track 270' 

(‘922) yp y, zp zs 

z.95 
1.85 
2.8 

t:z5 

z5 . 

z:'t, 
9.3 

10.2 
11.15 

-20 16 38.8 37.4 
15: -22 -4 35.3 34-l 

-70 -I@ 2;; . ;g . 
-94 -60 23.1 25.6 
-112 -76 21.3 22.7 
-136 -90 18.4 20.8 
-150 -108 16.3 20.1 
-174 -120 15.4 19.2 
-186 -132 14.4 19.4 
-206 -14.8 14.7 18.6 
-228 -166 15.0 20.Q 
-248 -1’8 16.5 21.5 

Run6 - 

Wind 120°/14 h A/C track 090' 
Time 

(sets) yp JT, -p zs 
0 -14 18 36.5 35.3 
0.95 -26 2 35.0 35.9 
1.85 -42 -12 31.4 35.5 
2.8 -56 -32 29.7 32.1 
3.75 -72 27.0 28.4 

25.3 24.6 
-76 24.9 18.4 

-102 23.2 17.8 
-120 19.9 18.0 
-142 19.3 18.5 

9.35 -216 458 19.7 15.2 

The 
(sets) yp ys y3 zs 

0 

0.95 
1.85 
2.8 
3.75 

:z5 
6:55 

87:: 
9.35 

10.3 

0 
-16 
-34 

2i 
-72 
-88 
-96 

-106 
-1.24 
-142 
-162 

-32 
-52 
-72 
-94 

-118 
-138 
-162 
-182 
-202 
-228 
-250 

20.0 
18.3 
15.6 
13.7 
12.8 
10.8 
11.0 
11.0 
11.1 
13.6 
18.5 
20.0 

20.7 
19.0 
17.2 
17.6 
18.0 
18.4 
18.8 
18.0 
18.3 
18.' 
20.3 
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Table 2 (Ccmtd) 

Run 12 
~lnd 130'/14 kt3 A/C track 270' 

Time 
(sets) Yp Y, yl es 
0 22 -I a 26.4 27.5 
0.95 4 -32 21.9 22.8 
l.85 -10 -48 20.2 18.9 
2.8 -22 -64 19.5 18.2 

::z, -32 -78 -94 16.8 17.6 16.3 17.6 
E5 

714 

-62 $2 -120 -110 15.9 14.9 20.3 21.3 

-73.3 -130 14.0 20.5 
a. 35 -80 -151.7 13.0 21.0 
9.3 -93.3 -175 11.0 17.8 

10.2 -97.3 -201 11.1 17.0 
11.15 -100 -218 11.1 18.5 
12.1 -110 -238 11.2 20.1 

Run 14 

flmd 080'/7 Ia A/C track 090' 

Time 
(seas) Yp y, Op =s 

0 -22 14 36.9 36.4 
0.95 -24 8 31.8 30.7 
1.9 -28 0 26.8 26.0 
2.85 -32 -2 21.7 21.0 
3.85 -38 -8 18.7 Ta.2 
4.8 rg -12 14.7 15.2 
5.0 -16 13.7 15.3 
6.7 -58 -18 12.8 l6.3 

A:;: I -66 -76 -22 -20 13.0 13.9 14.3 15.4 
9.6 -82 -22 12.0 16.4 

10.55 -92 -20 11.0 17.4 
11.5 -104 -16 11.1 20.3 
12.5 - -14 - 21.3 
13.45 -120 -12 Il.3 

Run13 

Wind 120°/13 kt~ A/C track 270' 

0 24 
1.05 18 
2.05 12 
3.05 8 
LO5 0 
5.1 -2 
6.1 -4 
7.15 -8 
8.15 -8 
9.15 -8 
0.2 -2 
1.2 -10 
2.2 -10 

-12 
-16 
-22 
-28 
-34 

1% 

-56 
-66 
-76 

2 
-98 

35.1 35-5 
9.4 30.5 
25.7 25.6 
22.8 23.7 
20.0 19.7 
18.0 17.8 
16.1 15.8 
11.1 14.9 
14.1 13.9 
13.1 13.0 
13.0 14.1 
11.1 12.1 
10.1 11.1 

Run 15 

wind 090'/6 h A/C track 090' 

Time 
(sew.) yp ys 'p zs 

0 -26 12 40.1 38.5 
0.95 -28 6 35.0 34.8 
1.9 -28 4 30.9 30.9 
2.85 -32 0 26.9 26.0 
3.85 O 23.9 23.0 

;:; -40 1;; -42 0 0 
7165 

17.7 15.7 19.7 19.0 17.0 15.0 

8.65 I$ 
: 15.8 13.9 
8 14.7 12.9 

9.6 -52 IO 12.7 11.9 
10.5 -58 14 12.0 11.8 
11.5 -62 20 13.9 12.7 
12.45 -70 20 15.1 13.7 
13.45 -70 26 16.1 14.6 
14.4 -74 2 17.3 15.5 
15.35 -78 18.4 16.5 
16.3 -80 28 20.6 18.4 
17.25 -80 30 21.7 19.4 



Table 2 (Contd) 

1 

Run18 
wind 130°/10 h A/C track 270' 

Time 
(sets) yp ys =p =s 

0 28 -10 33.0 SW4 
1.05 
2.1 

-: I$ 28.7 29.8 
25.2 26.1 

2; -22 
2 

-56 -72 22.5 20.7 23.3 21.6 
5.25 -a8 16.8 20.8 
6.3 -60 -108 13.8 19.0 
7.35 -68 -426 11.8 17.0 
8.4 -64 -14.6 9.6 17.4 

Run 20 

Vind 130"/12 kn A/C track 270' 

Time 
(sets) yp ys 'p 's 

0 16 -UC. 31.5 32.8 
1.05 -2 -36 29.1 31.2 
::: -18 -32 -50 -68 19.7 24-5 22.6 25.8 

4.15 -44 -04 17.8 18.5 
5.2 1;: 1:;; 15.9 16.7 
6.25 13.8 19.2 

;::5 IE -138 -160 13.1 11.9 ?8.4 19.9 
9.4 -94 478 13.2 20.3 

Run12 
wina 130"/12 Im A/C track 270' 

Time 
(sets) 'p 's "p '8 

0 UC -14 3L4.1 35.5 
4.05 IO -24 30.7 31.8 

::: -46 -4 -36 23.4 27.1 2a.i 25.3 

ii5 

'8:r 

-38 -28 -48 1;; Ii; 19.6 16.6 15.8 23.5 22.7 21.9 

9:4 
-54 -52 -102 -112 13.8 12.7 21.1 21.3 
-58 -128 11.7 21.6 

10.45 -60 -140 10.6 18.4 

Run 21 
vind 130"/10 kn A/C track 270' 
Time 

(seas) yp ys y7 es 
0 20 -18 32.3 33.6 
1.05 IO -24 30.7 31.8 
2.15 0 -32 29.0 29.0 

2; -14 -8 -42 -50 27.2 25.4 26.1 23.2 
5.35 -22 -62 21.5 20.3 
6.45 -30 -72 

::;5 -I+.2 -38 -84 -94 

;I."6 

,416 

;;.; 

1514 
9.65 -50 -108 13.7 14-5 

10.7 -54 -126 12.7 45.9 
11.8 -58 -I38 10.6 17.2 
12.85 -62 -150 10.7 18.6 
13.9 -66 -162 10.7 la.8 
14.95 -68 -174 11.8 20.2 
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Table 2 (Con@ 

Run 23 
rind 220°/12 h n/c track 270' 

Time 
(sets) 5 ys zp 33 

0 28 -12 30.1 30.4 
0.95 -: -UC ~4.8 24.6 
1.9 $2 21.2 21.9 
2.85 -20 la.4 21.2 

g 1% -72 -86 %7 16.6 q9.4 17.5 
5.7 -52 -100 11.6 16.6 

;*;5 
8155 

4; 1;;; 10.6 9.5 15.7 44.8 
-60 -148 16.0 13.9 

A::5 -66 - -162 -156 15.0 15.2 21.2 

fun 25 

Wina 220°/11 lm A/C track 270' 
Time 

(sea) 'P 'a zp zs 

0 -32 38.8 34.02 
0.95 

-2 
29.2 29.2 

1.9 -18 25.5 26.4 
2.85 -30 

;g 

21.7 24.5 
3.8 -42 

1;; 
16.7 21.6 

4-75 -2 14.8 18.6 
5.7 -98 11.8 16.6 

8:55 F.25 
-72 10.8 14.6 
-80 -80 -138 1'1;; 9.8 14.8 

9.5 -82 -150 z-y it; 
10.5 -80 -160 7:6 1919 
11.4 -80 -170 
12.40 -178 
13.35 -188 

Run 
wind 230°/ll k~ A/C track 270' 

(~~) yp y, zp % 

0 14 -22 35.5 36.9 
0.95 0 -32 30.0 31.1 
1.9 -10 4J+ 26.3 28.3 
2.86 -20 -54 20.4 UC3 
3-a -36 -68 16.6 17.2 
4.75 -54 -82 15.9 44-3 
5.7 -70 15.1 - 
6.65 -80 A;4 l&l 14.6 
7.6 -84 -128 9.8 17.1 
8.55 -a2 -144 6.5 76.2 

RUI 26 

Wind 3300/5 kn A/C track 270' 
Time 

(SOS) yp ys "1, =s 

0 18 -20 59.8 59.3 
1.0 2 -8 55.5 56.5 

::: 40 : 47.9 51.1 50.0 45.8 
h-0 68 16 

2-i; 2: 
$z ';f? 

l 7105 $0” 66 :‘2’; . 32 
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Table 2 (Cord) 

RW 27 

Vimi 3400/6 h A/C track 270' 

Time 
(sets) 

0 
0.95 
1.95 
2.95 
3.95 
4.9 

2; 
7185 
8.85 
9.8 

10.8 
11.8 
12.75 
13.75 
14.75 
15.7 
16.7 
17.7 

47.3 48.2 
43.9 45.5 
41.5 42.0 
39.2 38.6 
36.0 35.2 
33.0 33.0 
29.0 28.0 
27.1 24.0 

19.1 
16.2 
13.3 
11.4 

2:: 
7.5 
a.5 

10.4 
12.3 
13.2 

Run 29 

Wind 180"/12 h A/C! track 270' 

Time 
(seas) yp y, zp zs 

0 18 
0.95 -4 
1.95 -18 
2.95 -30 
3.95 -44 

29.4 
25.1 

2-i 
21.4 18.9 
18.6 16.0 

1;: 
16.8 14.1 
15.9 12.1 

-116 16.1 13.5 
15.1 

Run 28 

ivind 180"/12 kn A/c track 270' 

Time 
(sets) yp ys zE zs 

0 12 -24 27.6 27.7 
1 -4 -34 24.1 249 
: -18 

; I$ -50 

-50 -66 20.4 17.5 21.4 22.1 

I$ 15.6 13.7 19.5 19.9 
F -68 -58 -112 -130 11.7 9.7 19.4 19.1 

a -74 -140 8.6 19.6 

Run 30 

wmd 180"/12 kn A/C track 270' 

Time 
(sets) yp ys zp "s 

0 12 -24 30.6 31.8 
0.95 -18 -48 25.5 29.5 
1.95 -44 -76 21.0 27.1 
2.95 -66 -102 16.1 24.4 
3.95 -84 -124 14.2 22.7 

';';; -152 
619 

:;;; 
I:,': 

12.3 10.2 19.8 20.3 
-146 8.1 20.8 

7.9 -164 -234 7.1 22.6 
a.9 -184 -266 48 24.5 
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Table 2 (Contd) 

Run 31 

Wind ITOo/ kn A/C track 270' 

Time 
(sets) '1, 's 'P 'S 

0 12 -22 24.7 23.6 
0.95 -16 -40 22.4 21.0 
1.95 -40 -76 19.8 19.5 
2.95 -66 -104 17.1 17.8 
3.9 -90 -132 15.4 17.1 
p; 

718 

-116 4; -216 -164 -188 13.5 12.6 12.9 20.5 19.7 18.8 

-780 11.9 
8.75 -202 12.2 
9.75 -218 13.6 

Run 
Wind 220'/10 kn A/C traok 270' 
Time 

(sets) yp J-s zp zs 

k95 28 26 -8 
1.9 28 1; 

27.2 22.4 27.2 23.1 
19.4 20.1 

2.85 28 1; 17.5 17.1 
3.85 30 15.5 14.1 

g . 2 -10 -6 -8 13.5 11.5 11.5 12.1 13.1 12.1 

z, if 46 -18 -14 10.5 10.5 12.2 13.2 

9.6 50 -24 11.4 12.3 

1 

R-m 32 
Wid 2200/8 lsn A/C track 270' 

(?E) yp y?i =p "s 
0 UC -12 22.4 22.3 
0.95 26 -6 ~7.5 18.1 
1.95 30 -2 13.6 16.0 
2.9 2 0 11.6 15.0 
3.85 4 11.5 13.9 
:88 58 10 6 10.5 11.5 13.8 13.9 

6.75 $ 

2: 2 ;o" 

10.4 14.8 

: 
15.9 13.2 16.8 18.9 

9.6 
:: 

15.7 18.9 
10.6 2 11.9 19.9 
11.5 19.9 
12.55 8 20.8 
13.5 8 19.8 

Run 
?find 2200/9 kn A/C track 270' 

Time 
(sets) yp ye 'p 'S 

0 20 -14 
0.95 18 -12 2'5 2: . 
1.9 18 -14 2<5 22.3 
2.85 20 -16 21.5 19.3 

::: 2 -24 -18 17.6 13.6 la.3 17.4 

?A5 :; -28 -36 10.7 9.7 17.5 17.7 
7-6 

2 
-42 8.6 16.7 

8.6 -50 8.6 19.0 
9.5 -54 8.5 20.1 

10.5 2 1;: 8.5 20.2 
8.4 21.4 

-66 8.3 21.4 



Table 2 (Contd) 

Run 

Rind 230°/11 kn A/C track 270' 

(‘SE) YP yi3 zp zs 

0 24 -12 30.2 30.4 
0.95 22 -8 28.3 28.3 

::'85 2 -10 -10 23.3 26.3 24.3 20.2 
3.8 28 -10 21.3 16.2 
4oa 34 20.2 15.2 
5.7 t$ 

23 
17.2 15.3 

6.65 -20 16.2 16.4 

L-2 
9:5 

2: -26 -30 16.0 15.0 15.4 13.4 
64 14.0 13.5 

10.5 70 1;; 12.9 13.5 

Run 
Wind 0300/4 h A/C track 270' 

Time 
(sets) yp y, zp zs 

0 12 -20 24.7 25.6 
1.0 4 -24 21.9 21.5 
2.05 -: -30 19.0 18.6 
3.05 -38 17.1 15.6 
4.05 -8 -44 15.1 13.6 

56.;5 . -IQ -12 156: 14.2 14.2 12.6 10.6 
2: -14 -16 -68 

1;; 

14.2 14.2 10.8 9.7 

9.15 -16 15.3 12.0 
10.15 -18 -96 15.3 13.2 
11.15 -16 -106 16.3 14.5 

Run 36 

Rid 0300/4 kn A/C track 270' 

Time 
(sets) yp ys ep zs 

0 20 -14 28.4 29.4 
1.0 10 -20 26.7 27.6 
2.05 6 -30 22.9 24.8 
3.05 
4.05 -t 

-40 20.0 22.9 
2 18.1 20.0 

2: . -14 -a -70 15.1 14.2 18.1 17.2 

:::5 -16 -20 -82 -92 12.2 11.2 16.3 15.4 

Run 38 

!Vid 0300/5 kn A/C track 270' 

Time 
(sets) yp YS 'p zs 

0 14 -22 25.6 26.6 
1.05 : -22 22.8 23.6 
2.05 -24 19.9 20.5 

iyi -: -30 -36 17.0 14.1 17.5 16.6 

x5 A+!+ 
712 

-10 -12 
1;; 

13.1 11.1 14.7 14Ba 
-12 8.1 13.9 

a.2 -12 -72 11.9 
9.2 -12 -82 13.1 

10.25 -14 -94 4493 
11.3 -104 14.5 



A, B 

b 

c 

K 

L 

r 

s 

T 

t 

u 

v 

v 

Y 

constants of integration 

aircraft wingspan, feet 

a constant 

circulation (= l+L/npvb) feet2 -' set 

au-craft lift, lbf 

rad-lal distance from vortex centre, feet 

half the hormontal separation of the vortices 

vortex interactmn time, seconds 

vortex age, seconds 

headwrnd component along amcraft track, kn 

aircraft au-speed, kn 

clrcmferential vortex velocity, feet set -1 

lateral positxon of vortex core in measurmg plane, +ve towards 

ground camera, feet 

hormontal velocity of vortex core in measurmg plane, +ve away 

from plane of symetry, feet set -1 

vertical posltion of vortex core in measuring plane, +ve qwmds, 

feet 

vertical velocity of vortex core m measurmg plane +ve upwards, 

feet se0 -1 

air densxty, slugs ft -3 

kinematx vxcosity of air, 

P port 

S starboard 

0 value at instant of generation 
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Fig. I Diagrammatic view of test area 









Fig 3 Sketch showing interaction sometimes observed 
between individual vortices and the ground 
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Fig 4a-d Measured vortex positions 
with diffQrQnt crosswind components 
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Fig.6 Comparison of measured and theoretical vortex positions 
Crosswind = - 3.5 ft/s (run I) 
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Fig.8 Comparison of measured and theoretical vortex positions 

Crosswind=-14 ft/s (run 8) 
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Fig.9ahb Vortex horizontal and vertical velocity components (run2) 
Crosswind -2 ft/s 
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a Horizontal velocity vs (height)-’ 
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Fig.Daab Vortex horizontal and vertical velocity components (run I) 
Crosswind -3.5 ft/s 
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Fig.11 a 6 b Vortex horizontal & vertical velocity components (run IB) 
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f& + Starbocrrd 
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a Horizontal velocity vs height 

-C+ Starboard 

b Vertical velocity vs half - separation 

Fig.l2ae bVortex horizontal a vertical components (Run 8) 
Crosswind - 14 ft/s 
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A.R.C. C.P. NO.165 
Juluary 1960 

Dee. F.W. 
NichOlas. C.P. 

FLIGHT MEASJ- OF WING TIP WRTEX EOTION NEAR THE 
Gmmal 

Tests hew been made to measure the mOveme”t of the Alng tip Vortices 
mm a Hunter alrcmlt flying et 170 knots appmximately 35 feet above 
a nunray, in a wlety of wind cmdltlons. Heasunaents welt llmlted 
to a laarhmim the of 20 seconds after vortex generatlm. Eurlng tbls 
period the theoretical pred1ct1ms presented are in go0.i general agree- 
ment with the obsemed motlms; however Slgnlflcsnt dlffarences dld 
occur. Tbera “as no clear lndlc8tlm as to v&ether the vortices 
decaysed more lapldly ln the presence of fbe ground and atmospheric 
tmtulence, than wculd bare been expected hem earlier measurements 
anay frm the gr@.“x, In calm air. Llmlted tests were also made to sutdy 
the VcrteL lmmlel 1nteract1m away n-au the ground, 

- 

A.R.C. C.P. No.1065 
Jury 1968 

Dee. F.W. 

Nicholas, O.P. 

FLIGHT NEAWRDEXTS OF WING TIP VORTZX BDTION NEAR THE 
GRCVND 

!iT3.692.@&8.3 : 
fi53.682.054 

Tests have been made to me&are the movement of the wing tip vOlflOe8 
mm a mtar airaact flying at 170 knot.9 approxlmatels 35 lea above 
e rumey, ln a variety of “lnd cmdltims. Itearplrements were llmlted 
to * raxllmlm time oi 20 secmlds alter vortex genelat1rm. larfng ta18 
perled the theoret1cSl pred1et1ons presented *lR 1n good general agree 
mat rltb the &served q otlms; hcaever slg~lflcar& differences dld 
ow3.m. Therp was no clear lndlcatlm as to whether the vortices 
decayed more rapidly in the prese”ce of the grolnd 4 arrPospherlc 
turbulence. than would have been expected frao earlier meaatxments 
*weY frm the zzrcuxi in celm all-. Limited tests nere also made to swdr 

A&C. C.P. No.1065 

January 19643 
kig9gg.3 : 

. f 

Dee, F.W. 

Nicholas. O.P. 

KJGHT - OF WIN: TIP VORlXX tBTION NUR lXE 
GKXJND 

Tests heve been made to meas~l~p the movement of Um wing flp vcxtlcea 
Iran a Hunter a1nxaft rlylng at 170 hats appForlmatelJ 35 feet abow 

a lunmy, In * variety 01 Slnd cmd1t1ons. neasurements IRR limited 
to a mexxmm tlm Of 20 seconds alter VoRex generet.laL xm-ing UIIS 
per14 the tbeoretlcal predlctlms presented are In goad general ame 
ant nlth the observed moclms; barever signlilcant differences did 
occur. I7Ie1-8 Ws no clear lndlcatlrm as to whether the vortices 
deCaYed mora rapidly In the presence of the @-mud and aUr,ospherlc 
tWtWlmee. “Ie” n&d hem been expected fI-m earlier meamrements 
*WY o-an the grami 1” cam a1r. Limited tests were also rcade ta StuQ 
the vortex mutue1 1ntelact1on *my mm me gmlnd. 
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